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A MULTIDISCIPLINARY DESIGNER & CREATIVE 
WORKING AT ACNE LONDON.

I am currently a self-taught Designer & Creative at 
ACNE London with a background in both the 
creative, business and medical industries (aka, the 
NHS as a receptionist & facilitator).

Firstly I'd like to thank you for the opportunity to flex 
our creative muscle on a brief that allows us to 
explore ideas on how to help those around us. I was 
drawn to this cause as a person within the age group 
that has done charitable work in the past (pre-covid) 
and also donates to charities regularly.

I haven’t personally worked on any causes relating 
to homelessness/housing before, but I have spoken 
with those who are affected by it, I emphasize with 
their frustrations and with the reasons that put them 
in those circumstances. This brief has given me the 
opportunity to think about how I would rally for them 
in comms and also what I would do to get other 
people in my age group to rally with them.

I hope you enjoy my entry and remember to view it 
from the POV of the target audience first.

HEY I’M MARTHA

DESIGNER & CREATIVE
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HOME TODAY

HOME TOMORROW

How does this campaign cut through the noise 
during a saturated, cold and costly winter?
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We highlight the realities of having a temporary home 
today, and the possibilities of having a more 
permanent home tomorrow which can both be made 
possible. The juxtaposition of the two hopeful states 
balances the right amount of empathy of being at 
home while experiencing homelessness. 

Especially as the word homeless indicates that 
someone is alone and lacks belonging - while the

idea supports and unifies the fact that a person who 
is homeless is not alone when there is a community 
around that makes them feel like they are not alone 
in the battle; and that there is a place for young 
people.

The campaign line also represents the parallel 
between the short term and long term goals that I 
have set for the charity in this campaign. 

HOME TODAY

HOME TOMORROW

Starting with YMCA’s role, which is to position 
themselves as a facilitator in inspiring and unifying 
communities across England and Wales to make the 
Home Today, and Home Tomorrow’s a reality. The 
following slides demonstrate the variety of creative 
opportunities that can appeal to the target audience 
through the visual design, language and messaging 
and the multiple touchpoints that they are most 
familiar with.

The Big Idea
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The Roadmap

STEP 1: CUTTING THROUGH THE NOISE STEP 2: NEW YEAR, NEW ME STEP 3: MORE COMMUNITY STEP 4: WE GO AGAIN

Capturing Volunteers
Strategically placing targeted OOH campaigns in 
West England and Wales - powered by data.

Share a Donation
Maximising the methods in which YMCA accept 
donations.

Home Today, Home Tomorrow OOH
Taking our message to other parts of England 
and Wales.

Good Deeds Quiz
A pop-up quiz that encourages and reminds you 
to stick to your New Year's resolution of doing a 
Good Deed.

HTHT Micro Site
A colloquial new sister-hub to hold all the 
Gen-Z/Millennial commsl; while maintaining 
consistency on the mainsite.

#YMCATok
Debunking YMCA, Sharing the realities of 
temporary accommodations and learning about 
Roomsponors from different POVs.

Lives & Vlogs
Our young people and volunteers will takeover 
our Instagram and Youtube channels to have 
real-time discussions.

HTHT Podcast with Changemakers
Expanding the YMCA platform and hosting 
discussions around housing and the other 
services YMCA offers.

Digital Charity Shop
We will house a merchandise heavy ecommerce 
shop on our HTHT microsite to maximise ways 
of generating and accepting donations.

IRL Workshops
Partnering with Gen Z and Millennial founded 
communities to host in-person workshops at 
YMCA facilities.

Strava Community
Creating a digital community that allows 
volunteers to connect, track their time and how 
much effort you put into contributing to YMCA.

Cortiez BOLO Exchange 2.0
Known for their guerilla marketing tactics, we 
can partner with streetwear brand Cortiez to 
launch another clothing exchange.

YMCA Newsletter Takeover
Using email marketing, we can personalise the 
digital correspondence our volunteers and those 
interested receive.

#SustainableTok
Showing people how it’s done.

Your Donations In Review
A personalised thank you note, giving you your 
accolades on the impact you’ve contributed to.
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CUTTING THROUGH

THE NOISE (Q4)
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Strategically placing 
targeted OOH campaigns in 
West England and Wales - 
powered by data.

Birmingham is a multicultural city and a 
hotspot that we can use to target our Q4 OOH 
campaign, due to its position within the top 
regions that has 15 - 34 year olds supporting 
homeless causes.

Capturing Volunteers
(Print Touchpoint)

Possible Next Steps:
Scan the QR code and go to the main website. 
User will search YMCA and campaign line to find 
out more. Example OOH incorporates two new 

typefaces that demonstrates youthfulness 
and is still eye catching. Sikhism is the 3rd 

top religion in Birmingham, so our ad shows a 
member of that community.
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Maximising the methods in 
which YMCA accept 
donations.

During this season we will opt out of sending 
donation request. Rather we will distribute a 
Share A Donation card that allows our 
audience to split the amount they would like to 
donate with friends and family. Our note will 
also give them the option to save this setting 
for future donations via our website. We will 
target the regions in England and Wales with 
lower economic households for this option.

Share A Donation
(Print Touchpoint)

Add QR code + Recycle 
symbol

Possible Next Steps:
scan QR code and go to the donation link. Share 
the message with friends and family. Setup a 
donation either for themselves or to share 
donation. Sign up to volunteer or donate 
resources. Explore main website and find out 
more.
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NEW YEAR

NEW ME
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Taking our message to other 
parts of England and Wales.

Our Home Today, Home Tomorrow message 
will remain the same; but the use of talent 
within our visuals and the terminology will be 
more colloquial to the regions. 

Example of OOH in London.

Home Today, Home Tomorrow
(Print Touchpoint)

Gif of OOH’s in different regions 
with a few nationalities. 
& Recycle logo

Possible Next Steps:
scan the QR code and go to the website. Sign 
up to newsletter. Explore the microsite (next 
slide), explore the social media, the stories and 
resources. Complete the popup good deeds 
quiz.
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A pop-up quiz that 
encourages and reminds you 
to stick to your New Year's 
resolution of doing
a Good Deed.

Good Deeds Quiz
(Digital Touchpoint)

Possible Next Steps:
fill out quiz and set goals. Input their data. Sign 
up to reminders. Be redirected to the microsite 
landing page. Redirected to a thank you for 
subscribing page with the person's name. 
Confirm their email subscription. Set how often 
they'd like to receive reminders.
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A colloquial new sister-hub to hold 
all the Gen-Z/Millennial comms; 
while maintaining consistency on 
the mainsite. 

A place for our target audience to discover the following:
Young people’s stories
Curated social stream (TikTok, Instagram, & Youtube)
Brand Partnership & Events
Donations (Sharing a Donation or Cryptocurrency 
payment)
Signing up to volunteer

HTHT Microsite
(Digital Touchpoint)

Quick web mockup with IMAGE 
CARDS

Possible Next Steps:
discover the social media. Discover the option 
to split a donation monetary or non monetary. 
pay in crypto. Sign up to volunteer. Learn more 
about the brand.
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Debunking YMCA, Sharing the 
realities of temporary 
accommodations and learning 
about Roomsponors from 
different POVs.

Research shows that our audience are mostly 
influenced to donate from social media, In fact 
they mostly donate to causes that someone in 
their network has already donated to. We will 
spread awareness about YMCA, Housing and the 
positive outcomes from donations on Tik Tok. 
These videos should be addressed from the point 
of view of our volunteers and young people. 

Examples:
5 items I take with me for my Home Today.
Day In The Life: Sorting through Cushion 
Donations. (YMCA Edition)
Day In The Life: Volunteering at YMCA

#YMCATok
(Social Touchpoint)

Can be repurposed on Instagram and 
Snapchat.

@chloecloe  ‧ 1h ago
Debunking bedding! 
#YMCADanceChallenge  #HTHTTok

@elliemedhusrt  ‧ 1h ago
Just doing the 
#YMCADanceChallenge  #HTHTTok

Possible Next Steps:
participate in challenge. Learn more about the 
charity by going to YMCA's tik tok through @ or 
search. Go to the website.
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Our young people and 
volunteers will takeover our 
Instagram and Youtube 
channels to have real-time 
discussions.

Research shows that our target audience has a 
desire for increased accountability and 
transparency from organisations [1]. So we will 
host instagram and youtube live takeovers, 
allowing for our volunteers, organisers and 
young people to talk about their own 
experiences with YMCA.

Live & VLOGS
(Social Touchpoint)

Data Acquisition: using the Question feature 
and Q&A features on Instagram or the Live 

commenting features on Youtube is another 
way of acquiring more data from your 

audience. Perhaps posing a question to them 
on what content they will like to see or 

running polls to get their real-time opinions.

Awareness: a great opportunity for those who 
has not come across YMCA before to learn 
about the behind-the-scenes of the charity.

Type something…

Ask us anything!!
Go go go!

Possible Next Steps:
Contribute to the Q&A. Google search YMCA. 
Visit the website and discover the campaign 
website. Find out more on our mental health 
services. Volunteer or donate.

https://www.charitableimpact.com/blog/differences-in-giving-by-generations/
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MORE

COMMUNITY
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Expanding the YMCA 
platform and hosting 
discussions around housing 
and the other services 
YMCA offers.

We’ll use this podcast as a way to share the 
harsh realities of the Housing and the positives 
that has been made possible by donations, 
volunteers and activism. We’ll implore the use 
of changemakers such as Amika George, 
Tyrone Scott and Kwajo Tweneboa to be apart 
of these conversations.

Podcast
(Social Touchpoint)
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We will house a merchandise 
heavy ecommerce shop on 
our HTHT microsite to 
maximise ways of generating 
and accepting donations.

Due to COVID-19 we have seen an increase in 
charity shops going online to receive further 
donations by listing their items on Ebay, Depop 
or their own marketplaces. 

Digital Charity Shop
(Digital Touchpoint)

82% of charities considered a digital strategy 
to be more important since the pandemic, 
with almost three-quarters now delivering 

services via Facebook, Slack or Zoom

Recently the strategic agency Digital Fairy, 
launched their own online charity shop - with 
100% proceeds going to their chosen charity.

(see appendix for more)

Gen Z prefer second hand shopping, even 
more so now with the cost of living crisis.

We accept cryptocurrency. Split the donation 
option.

Activation Awareness Engagement

Possible Next Steps:
donate directly by purchasing. Sign up to 
volunteer. Learn about the brand through other 
Web pages.
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Partnering with Gen Z and 
Millennial founded 
communities to host in-person 
workshops at YMCA facilities.

Post Covid-19 behaviours has shown that our 
target audience are more drawn to communities 
more than ever. By partnering with communities 
such as Flock Together, Gaia’s Garden, Gorp Girls 
and Babes On Waves we can host informative 
and educational workshops at our facilities, we 
will increase the opportunities of driving 
awareness and receiving more recognition with 
our target audience.

Participants can use the Strava community to 
track their time spent during these workshops 
as well.

IRL Workshops
(Brand Partnerships Touchpoint)

ymcaenglandandwales and flocktogether

Next week @flocktogether are hosting their workshop on 
building communities as BIPOC in our Bristol branch.

Possible Next Steps:
"Instagram collaboration post" click YMCA 
Instagram to account. Go on the website to 
check the facilities for travel. Stumble across 
our campaign site and all its offers. *Sharing 
seat (invite someone to take your spot?)
Person will attend workshop > Microsite to sign 
up/future events >  Tagged on social media in 
workshop imgs > 
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Creating a digital community 
that allows volunteers to 
connect, track their time and 
how much effort you put into 
contributing to YMCA. 

Our target audience is [1] highly motivated by 
social opportunities that help them connect 
with others. This can be done by organising a 
walking challenge that will track the time, 
distance and miles spent while participating in 
voluntary services specifically.

Strava Community
(Digital Touchpoint)

Personalisation: this app allows you to decide which 
data you’d like to track, whether you’d like to receive 

notifications on the activities in the group or even 
reminders to yourself from the community.

Data Acquisition: this will allow for YMCA to also 
accumulate data on how much time and effort their 
volunteers spend volunteering across England and 

Wales.

*Alternatively, we can also look to Gamify the experience of 
volunteering as Strava has a leaderboard feature within 

groups for all participants, to influence each other. In research 
undertaken by Goldman Sachs, it was found 50% of 
Millennials play video games, compared with 27% of 

Generation X, due to the dopamines released once receiving 
accolades for achievements. [2]

Possible Next Steps:
already part of the community. But opportunities 
include visiting website to join. Signing up and 
inputting data. share results to social > tag 
social account > connect with YMCA strava 
community > see upcoming opportunities > sign 
up to newsletter

https://www.goldmansachs.com/insights/archive/millennials/
https://www.goldmansachs.com/insights/archive/millennials/
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Known for their guerilla 
marketing tactics, we can 
partner with streetwear brand 
Cortiez to launch another 
clothing exchange.

The brand launched an initiative earlier this year 
where their loyal community exchanged their luxury 
winter jackets for pieces of Cortiez BOLO jacket, the 
exchanged jackets totalled up to £16,000 and was 
donated to charity. By partnering with them we can 
exchange other items such as socks, hats and of 
course jackets with the general public.

Cortiez BOLO Exchange 2.0
(Brand Partnerships Touchpoint)

Activation Awareness Engagement

At this point your probably thinking WTF as in (What 
That's Fun) 🤪. However, the importance of 
partnering with brands like Cortiez is that they 
influence the culture for our target audience.

Possible Next Steps:
See flyers outdoors and scan QR code. Sign up 
to newsletter for update. Retargetted post sign 
up to YMCA microsite. Or through social, sign 
up via website link.

https://us7.campaign-archive.com/?u=bca28bcb50ecec663c0593812&id=a77031dfe7
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WE GO

AGAIN
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Using email marketing, we 
can personalise the digital 
correspondence our 
volunteers and those 
interested receive.

During the campaign, there are multiple 
touchpoints that would allow for YMCA to 
acquire data from their volunteers or those who 
has an interest in volunteering. We can create 
preference options that will allow us to forward 
them correspondence for any upcoming 
workshops, new company transparency 
reports and general updates.

YMCA Newsletter Takeover
(Digital Touchpoint)

Personalisation: Gen Z are digital 
natives, whereas it’s reported that most 
millennials are on their mobile phones 
[3]. We can also provide this audience 
the option to receive text marketing at 

their preference.
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Showing people how it’s done. 

Towards the end of our campaign, we will be 
transparent and show people how we are 
personally sticking to our sustainable 
commitment. This can be done by TikToks or 
informative content to show our audience the 
YMCA’s process.

We can also promote clothing collection services 
and create content around how YMCA recycles.

#SustainableTok
(Social Touchpoint)

ymcaenglandandwales
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Your Donations In Review
(Print Touchpoint)

A personalised thank you 
note, giving you your 
accolades on the impact 
you’ve contributed to.

Like the Spotify Wrapped campaign, we can 
apply the same treatment to our donations by 
providing our volunteers/donors a letter letting 
them know how much time and effort they’ve 
put in.

Possible Next Steps:
sign up for new activities. Share this letter with 
friends and family. We Go Again.
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Here are my findings that has come about through research and getting 
the opinions of those in the target audience.

1. The line could be much clearer if it was A Home Today for a 
Home Tomorrow for a wider audience. 

2. To possibly include more cultural references for those within the 
target audience that is between 35 - 44.

3. I asked the opinion of 4 people in the age group which 
activations and features they are most interested in, but i’m afraid 
that they’re observations were bias towards me, so I would love 
the opportunity to explore this with a wider pool of people to test 
out this theory.

TO

CONCLUDE

MY FINDINGS/LEARNINGS
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THANK

YOU


